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In the Matter of 

Judicial Complaints 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 351 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE FOURTH CIRCUIT 

* 

* Nos. 04-19-90118 
04-19-90119 

* 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings these judicial complaints against-~two district judges pursuant 

to the Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-364, which provides an 

administrative remedy for judicial conduct that is "prejudicial to the effective and 

expeditious administration of the business of the courts." 28 U.S.C. § 35 l(a). 

The complainant filed an appeal from a decision made by a bankruptcy court 

judge.1 The district judge who is the subject of judicial complaint No. 04-19-90119 

issued two decisions of note following the appeal. The judge first denied the 

complainant's emergency motion for an injunction to prevent liquidation of property.2 

The judge then denied the complainant's emergency motion to stop irreversible 

liquidation of properties due to fraud committed upon the court and emergency 

restraining order. 

1 The complainant filed a separate judicial complaint against the bankruptcy court judge. That judicial 
complaint is addressed in No. 04-19-90120. 

2 The judge indicated in the order that the "parties have fully briefed the issue and oral argument was 
heard." 



Following the issuance of these orders, the complainant moved to disqualify the 

judge. A docket entry entered in the litigation indicates the complainant's case was then 

reassigned to another district judge. 3 

Regarding the judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90119, the complainant 

alleges the judge violated due process; empowered the bankruptcy judge to commit fraud; 

ignored the complainant's request for injunctive relief; ignored the fact that the 

bankruptcy judge was not authorized to act; ignored the motion to disqualify; aided and 

abetted the bankruptcy judge's misconduct; and through his inaction, "[i]n essence ... 

also violated [the complainant's] Civil Rights based on his national origin." 

Regarding the district judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90118, the 

complainant alleges he informed this judge about the allegations concerning the 

bankruptcy judge's "corruption" and the "indifference" of the district judge who is the 

subject of No. 04-19-90119, including the failure of both judges to disqualify themselves, 

but the judge refused to assist and asked that the complainant not contact him. 4 The 

complainant also alleges the judge was "aiding [ and] abetting" the bankruptcy judge and 

the judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90119. 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii), claims that are "directly related to the merits 

of a decision or procedural ruling" are not subject to review through a complaint of 

3 The motion to disqualify was not acted upon. 

4 The complainant did not provide any writing he authored, or any writing the district judge authored, 
concerning the communications between them. 
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judicial misconduct. 5 The procedure that has been established to consider misconduct 

complaints "is not designed as a substitute for, or supplement to, appeals or motions for 

reconsideration." In re Memorandum of Decision, 517 F. 3d 558, 561 (U.S. Jud. Conf. 

2008). It would be "entirely contrary" to the purpose of the Judicial Conduct and 

Disability Act "to use a misconduct proceeding to obtain redress for---or even criticism 

of---the merits of a decision with which a litigant or misconduct complainant disagrees." 

Id. To allow ''judicial decisions to be questioned in misconduct proceedings would 

inevitably begin to affect the nature of those decisions and would raise serious 

constitutional issues regarding judicial independence under Article III of the 

Constitution." Id. Accordingly, to avoid the merits-related bar, a misconduct claim must 

contain "clear and convincing evidence of an arbitrary and intentional departure from, or 

willful indifference to prevailing law." Id. at 562. 

Misconduct may also be based upon a showing that the judge's rulings were 

motivated by racial or ethnic bias or other improper motive, but the claim must be 

supported by sufficient evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has occurred and 

cannot be based on mere speculation. See 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(iii); Rule 4(b)(l), 

Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings; In re Doe, 2 F. 3d 308 

(8th Cir. Jud. Council 1993) Gudicial complaint process may not be used to pursue 

speculative claims). While allegations of judicial bias or other improper motive are not 

5 Similarly, Rule 4(b)(l) of the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings provides 
that "[c]ognizable misconduct does not include an allegation that calls into question the correctness of a judge's 
ruling, including a failure to recuse." 
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necessarily merits-related, the allegations are to be dismissed as merits-related when the 

only support for the allegations is the merits of the judge's rulings. In re Doe, 640 F. 3d 

869, 873 (8th Cir. Jud. Council 2011 ). 

In determining what action to take on a judicial complaint, the chief judge may 

conduct a limited inquiry, including obtaining and reviewing transcripts and other 

relevant documents. See Rule 11 (b ), Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability 

Proceedings. 

As to the judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90119, the complainant's 

allegations amount to a merits-related attack on the judge's decisions to deny the 

complainant's requests for relief. Disagreements with judicial decisions must be pursued 

in the litigation, and not in a judicial complaint alleging misconduct. 

The complainant's allegations that the judge "aided and abetted" the misconduct 

of the bankruptcy judge and "in essence" violated the complainant's civil rights based on 

national origin are speculative and do not raise an inference that misconduct has 

occurred. The only evidence provided by the complainant in support of his allegations 

are judicial decisions with which the complainant disagrees. 6 

Regarding the district judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90118, commentary 

to Rule 4 of the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings provides 

6 As noted, the complainant's motion to disqualify the judge was filed after the judge rendered his 
decisions. The case was then reassigned to another judge. Also, and as noted, the failure of a judge to recuse is a 
merits-related decision that is not subject to review in a judicial misconduct proceeding. 
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that decisions subject to the merits-related bar are not limited to rulings in Article III 

litigation: 

The phrase "decision or procedural ruling" is not limited to 
rulings issued in deciding Article III cases or controversies. 
Thus, a complaint challenging the correctness of a chief 
judge's determination to dismiss a prior misconduct 
complaint would be properly dismissed as merits-related --
in other words, as challenging the substance of the judge's 
administrative determination to dismiss the complaint --- even 
though it does not concern the judge's rulings in Article III 
litigation. Similarly, an allegation that a judge incorrectly 
declined to approve a Criminal Justice Act voucher is merits
related under this standard. 

In this case, the decision of the judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90118 not to 

intervene in pending litigation he is not involved in is merits-related and not subject to 

review in a judicial misconduct proceeding. 

Furthermore, the judge's decision not to intervene and to request that the 

complainant not contact him regarding pending litigation he is not involved in does not 

raise an inference of misconduct and does not state a claim of misconduct. Cognizable 

misconduct does include "treating litigants . . . in a demonstrably egregious and hostile 

matter." Rule 4(a)(2)(B), Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings. 

In this case, the district judge who is the subject of No. 04-19-90118 had no authority to 

intervene regarding actions taken by other judges in pending litigation, and his purported 

request to the complainant not to contact him about that pending litigation does not 
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constitute "demonstrably egregious and hostile" treatment of the complainant, aiding and 

abetting other judges, or other actionable misconduct. 7 

The complainant has failed to present, and the records do not disclose, evidence of 

willful indifference to prevailing law, bias, discrimination, improper motive, or other 

misconduct on the part of the judges. The complainant may not pursue disagreements 

with judicial decisions through a judicial complaint alleging misconduct and may not 

obtain redress from judicial decisions through a judicial complaint alleging misconduct. 

Accordingly, these judicial complaints are dismissed as merits-related and lacking 

in factual and evidentiary support. 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii) & (iii). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

-
erL.~~ 

Chief Judge 

7 Disagreements with judicial decisions must be pursued through the litigation, and not through a request to 
a non-involved judge to intervene in pending litigation. 
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